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Book Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Springer, Berlin | An
Illustrated Guide | The classic medical textbook tends to be
overly technical, excessively detailed, profusely referenced, and
the antithesis of enjoyable reading. With the expectation of
many hours of hard work, I lvas unprepared for the pleasure
that lay ahead. This book is what we in the United States call a
" sleeper ". Without pomp or solemnity it captures you with a
light-hearted style that subtly belies its sophistication. The
authors have indeed mastered the art of simplicity, combining
profound knowledge with an airy format, to a degree that is
hard to emulate. All the salient features o. fpacing are
presented here, from history and pathology to complications
and long-range follow-up. Perhaps it is a mark of excellence,
rather than a confession of my personal ignorance, to say that
there is scarcely a section that did not provide me with a new
bit of information or a new insight. Permanent pacing o. f the
heart is so common nowadays, at least in the more affluent
sections 0. 1&apos; the world, that almost every person must
know of someone with an implanted pacemaker. In the United
States, where there are more than...
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A brand new e book with an all new point of view. I have got read and i am sure that i am going to likely to read
through once more once more in the future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to
read the book.
-- Ms. Tea g a n O sinski III--  Ms. Tea g a n O sinski III

Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an
interesting and amazing literature. Its been written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i
finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V
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